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We’re continuing to work hard on all fronts
to ensure that Silverstone Park is the very best
destination for companies to grow, succeed
and belong.
In terms of property development, bringing
a new gas supply to the site for the first
time (and after six years of work) will make a
real difference to the Silverstone Park offer;
companies will now be able to use this for
heating systems and for industrial processes.
We continue to look for ways to support
companies on the park who are involved in
ground-breaking high-tech activity
(see Performance Projects’ story with Dynium
Robot on page 7).
A further positive effect of this activity is that
professional services companies benefit from
being part of the buzzy, innovative business
community, such as Super Nova 360 (page 4)…

The Silverstone Technology Cluster (STC) is
set to become a key part of “the innovation
capital of this country” the UK government
has said.

Our schools programme, delivered by Gaia
Innovation – ‘Inspiration for Innovation’ – is
proving a real force for good in the area.
MEPC brought in Gaia to set up the pilot
project because our businesses told us that
they are concerned about the skills of the
future workforce. We have found that by
bringing business volunteers and schools
together we are starting to convey the very real
career opportunities to young people locally.

Those were the words of Robert Jenrick MP,
Exchequer Secretary to HM Treasury, as he
addressed more than 100 businesses at the
STC’s Annual Conference (21 May).
There he praised the STC’s contribution to
the wider Cambridge-Oxford growth corridor
(‘super cluster’).
Robert commented: “This is more than
just part of a country that’s a collection of
businesses; it’s the idea you could be the
innovation capital of this country and a
national if not global asset and one we in
government want to ensure thrives and
succeeds and fulfils its full potential.”

Going to press, a celebration event was being
held to recognise the work by the project’s
business volunteers who’ve reported how
much enjoyment they have taken from the
experience. We always want to do more, of
course, so please watch this space…
And last but not least, the activity of
Silverstone Park and the wider Silverstone
Technology Cluster is attracting interest from
business groups and central government
representatives. We are doing all we can to
maximise these opportunities to promote the
area which Robert Jenrick MP has recognised is
set to be the knowledge capital of the UK.

The STC – the region within an hour’s drive time
of Silverstone on the Bucks-Northants border –
is home to 3,500 high-tech businesses.
Silverstone Park developer MEPC has been
instrumental in bringing the STC to the
government’s attention.
The Park’s Commercial Director
Roz Bird is also the STC Chair and said:
“Robert Jenrick’s presentation was really
heartening for the region’s business
community – to label it a capital of innovation
for the country is a fantastic endorsement
from government.”
The Conference was sponsored by the South
East Midlands (SEMLEP) and Buckinghamshire
Thames Valley (BTVLEP) local enterprise
partnerships, Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence and Axillium.

Robert Jenrick, MP

If you’re looking to re-locate or re-energise
your business or have any feedback for
Silverstone Park, please do get in touch.

The STC has been given
a real stamp of approval by the
Treasury Minister who was clearly
inspired by how the cluster is
leading the way – bringing people
together with innovation, ideas
and inspiration.

ROZ BIRD
COMMERCIAL
DIRECTOR

Everything leads us back
to the belief that this could be one
of the great engines of economic
growth for our country and
beyond.
Robert Jenrick, MP
Exchequer Secretary to HM Treasury

Peter Horrocks, Chair, SEMLEP

Teresa Smith, Medilink East Midlands
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Sky’s the limit for Super
Nova 360
It really is a case of “I’m a celebrity;
get me out of here!” for Silverstone
Park based Super Nova 360 Ltd which
specialises in flying the rich and famous
around the world in private.
Global stars from screen, sport and
music as well as politicians including
heads of state are all clients of Lisa
Reading’s airport concierge business
which has ‘ins’ with 600 airports.
Lisa explains: “We collect the individual
from home or a hotel in a chauffeur
driven vehicle, fast-track them through
the airport to protect them from any
press, straight into a VIP lounge and
then to the gate of the plane.
“We mainly deal with the top 50 hubs
in the world from the UK to Europe,
the States, Asia, Middle East and
Australasia, although are connected
through 600 airports in total…”

Major banks and airlines are talking
to Super Nova 360 about using its
services which Lisa is also keen to make
available to the ‘end passenger’.
Meanwhile, locating to Silverstone
Park’s Innovation Centre has
undoubtedly brought kudos for the
Super Nova 360 brand.
Lisa continues: “We looked at lots of
properties locally and were blown away
by the hospitality and helpfulness of the
MEPC team here.
“We also wanted a base that was
professional and had a bit of an edge.
People are saying to us: ‘Wow, that’s
really exciting for an aviation business!’
And the facilities are amazing. It was a
no-brainer.”

“A fantastic experience
and an honour”
Silverstone Park business owner Tony Priest
completed a remarkable 75-mile run for
The Veterans Charity during the recent 75th
D-Day commemorations.
Tony, Director of technology and finance
recruitment specialist TD Group, took part in
‘Run to Pegasus’ – from disused RAF Tarrant
Rushton in Dorset to the fabled Pegasus
Bridge at Caen in Normandy, France.
‘Run to Pegasus’ honoured the bravery of
Allied troops who effectively began the
D-Day landings in June 1944 by capturing
Pegasus Bridge from German forces after
touching down in gliders.
At the end of three gruelling days on foot,
Tony and his running group were in for a
pleasant surprise.
“The public and dignitaries were asked to
move to one side so we could cross the
bridge to the sound of a piped band with
everyone applauding… it was a fantastic
experience and an honour,” he recalls.
Tony’s online ‘Just Giving’ page (AnthonyPriest1) remains open for donations.

Park is “at the forefront” of
Enterprise Zone development
MEPC’s development of its Enterprise
Zone (EZ) at Silverstone Park has received
high praise in front of an influential
commercial property forum.

The combination of a long
term investor and public sector
support through Enterprise
Zone status is attractive to local
businesses and therefore very
significant for the economy
long term…
Roz Bird, MEPC

The praise came at UK Property Forums’
‘Bucks PropFest’ from Bucks Business
First Chairman Michael Garvey and
Buckinghamshire Thames Valley Local
Enterprise Partnership Chief Executive
Richard Harrington.
Both highlighted how MEPC’s use of EZ
status at Silverstone Park could be used
as a model example across the wider
Cambridge-Oxford growth corridor (or
‘super cluster’).
Michael commented: “Silverstone Park is
at the forefront of showing how effective
Enterprise Zone can be, particularly in
terms of retention of business rates which
can then be re-invested into the project.”
He added: “MEPC should be applauded…
for having the ambition, foresight and

commitment to construct speculatively
which in turn creates the right
circumstances to engage with occupiers.”
BTVLEP played a major role in securing
Enterprise Zone status for the Park on
which MEPC has built 125,000 sq ft of new
industrial premises – since let to businesses
operating in cutting edge technologies.
Richard stated: “Silverstone Park’s
Enterprise Zone has proved to be an
excellent initiative – Roz Bird (MEPC’s
Commercial Director at the estate) has
done a great job rising to the challenge
and aligning the MEPC investment
priorities with the EZ, leading to
phenomenal early year’s growth of
125,000 sq ft in the first year.”

A famous win at Le Mans
Silverstone Park based motor
racing team FF Corse celebrated a
famous victory at the world famous
Le Mans 24 Hours, France in June.

Both were in racing Ferrari 488
Challenge cars, prepared at FF
Corse’s impressive premises at
Silverstone Park.

In front of some 300,000 people,
driver Adam Carroll was the winner
of the event’s supporting Ferrari
Challenge Europe race – held on
the iconic 8-mile Le Mans circuit.

FF Sporting Manager Tim Mullen
says: “We wanted to win this
one badly, but so did every team;
the FF Corse crew just knuckled
down on everything, prepared the
cars and the strategy brilliantly and
left the drivers to do what they do.”

His team-mate, Belgian Laurent de
Meeus, was also the winner of the
same race’s Coppa Shell Am class.
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Giant 6-year utilities upgrade nears completion
Utilities often bring risk
and uncertainty to projects;
however when MEPC purchased
Silverstone Park in 2013 it was
clear they were going to need
higher levels of programme
and cost certainty to support
their ambitious commercial
development. Through
developing collaborative and
bespoke procurement strategies
with the utility market MEPC has
been able to plan and budget
with exceptional accuracy.
Oliver Bannister, Associate / Team
Manager, Ridge & Partners LLP

MEPC has begun the final phase of
a six-year project to upgrade the
whole of its 100-acre Silverstone
Park business estate with gas, water,
electricity and foul drainage.
The works, set for completion by
December 2019, will mean Silverstone
Park’s development land is fully serviced.
The land already has planning consent for
2.1m sq ft of commercial development
and a significant section is within the
Enterprise Zone, offering business rates
relief for companies.
“This is a massive step forward for
Silverstone Park,” comments MEPC’s Roz
Bird, Commercial Director at the estate.
“The work is essential in order to unlock
the full potential of the land. It means
occupiers taking new buildings will be
able to ‘plug in’ from day one and get
on with running their businesses.”

The final phase of the six-year utilities
upgrade project has taken 12 months to plan.
She adds: “We actually placed the order
for gas and electricity in January 2014
because we knew just how long it would
take to achieve serviced land.
“The new supply of 21 MVAs of power
came to site in 2017; gas arrives for the
first time in December 2019.
“We plan for the long-term and so
wanted to commit to the service upgrade
right at the very start of the project.
“I am very glad we did because we are
managing a great deal of interest and
hope to be able to announce new phases
of development shortly.”

The UK’s first electric powered
autonomous tractor secretly designed
and built at Silverstone Park is about to
leave for its working life.

It’s been great to see
the vehicle build progress
at Performance Projects at
Silverstone Park…

Engineering consultancy Performance
Projects (PP) has spent six months in its
1,500 sq ft R&D facility working on the
Dynium Robot-owned project – funded
by the Niche Vehicle Network.

The tractor’s ability to carry out driverless
missions in confined environments such
as orchards makes it unique believes
Charles Kirby, MD of Oxford-based
machine-learning expert Dynium.

“We’ve played a major role including
the mechanical design, production
planning and build,” explains PP director
Chris Horton.

And he says: “I chose Performance
Projects because it’s an opportunity to
work with some of the best mechanical
engineers in the country who are normally
the preserve of Formula 1 teams.

“This is the first so called ‘hazardous
voltage’ vehicle that’s been built from our
unit… it’s marked a coming of age in the
EV world for us.”

Viv Stephens, Programme Director,
Niche Vehicle Network

“Silverstone Park’s connections within the
Silverstone Technology Cluster also make
it an ideal location for a business like ours
when developing a tech product.”

Appointed civil grounds and engineering
contractor Forkers recently started on site
with the installation of a utilities trench to
enliven all of the development land.

Join the Cluster, take advantage!
STC FOUNDING MEMBERS:

Tech companies of all sizes are encouraged to join
the Silverstone Technology Cluster’s membership
and meet with key figures from industry at the
STC’s special interest group (SIG) meetings.
To view the full membership, for SIG
dates and latest STC news visit the
silverstonetechnologycluster.com website.
Alternatively please email CEO Pim van Baarsen
pim@silverstonetechnologycluster.com for more details.
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“An ideal location” for development of
electric autonomous tractor

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news

Speedy reward
for “credit to
the community”
Young South Northants carer
Ashley Lowe got the surprise – and
ride – of a lifetime when he was
treated to a driving experience at
Silverstone Circuit by Silverstone Park
Commercial Director Roz Bird.
Roz had won the experience (a ‘top
networker’ prize) at South Northants

Council’s Innovation & Investment
Conference.
But when Roz heard of 23-year-old
Ashley – who has cared for his mum
Tracy, a sufferer of chronic arthritis,
since he was just six years old – she
was “delighted” to donate the prize
to him.
“He is a real inspiration for young
people and a credit to the
community,” comments Roz.
Ashley says: “I was shocked
to receive such a prize and I
enjoyed the day thoroughly.”

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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Celebrating women
in engineering
Following International
Women In Engineering
Day (23 June), we
reflect on Silverstone
Park’s contributions to
empowering women in
the workplace and raising
awareness among girls
about career opportunities
in high-tech engineering.
Teachers have reacted positively to
how Silverstone Park’s Inspiration for
Innovation (I4I) schools programme is
helping to ‘switch on’ female students to
consider careers in engineering.
Pupils aged 10-15 from partner schools
Kingsthorpe College, Northampton,
Silverstone UTC and The Buckingham

School, plus those from Beachborough
School (Bucks) and Riverside Academy
(Derby) have visited the estate for tours
of its high-tech businesses.
TD Group (tech recruitment), Ducati
UK (motorcycles), Delta Motorsport (EV
& autonomous vehicles), David Brown
Automotive (niche luxury vehicles),
National College for Motorsport
(motorsport technician training),
SportPesa Racing Point Formula One
Team (F1) and Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence (metrology) have all
volunteered their time.
Here is some of the feedback so far…
Marina Jackson, Under 19 Skills
Manager, Bucks Business First
“Inspiration for Innovation is giving
girls at The Buckingham School access
to female role models in a traditionally

STC appoints first
female ambassadors
Cristiana Pace and Julia Muir have been
appointed the Silverstone Technology
Cluster’s first female ambassadors.
Cristiana’s CV includes roles with the
FIA, IMechE, Williams Advanced
Engineering and Dare to be Different.
Her business, Enovation Consulting Ltd,
specialises in sustainability strategies,
plus STEM and educational programmes
for businesses and schools.

male-dominated sector, showing them
why engineering is a careers path worth
considering and is accessible to them.”
Diane Fisher, Young Enterprise Lead,
Kingsthorpe College
“I4I has been a fantastic opportunity for
us to raise awareness about careers in
engineering. It’s opened up a whole new
world for girls to express their talents
using technology, being creative with
it, and solving problems. It has changed
their mindset and allowed them to
believe that anything is possible!”
Christian Pritchard, Headteacher,
Beachborough School
“Our active promotion of girls into the
technology and engineering sectors was
helped tremendously during our visit as
many of the engineers, designers and
scientists the children met were female.”

Becky Waites, Assistant Principal,
Lakeside Academy
“This is possibly the most inspirational
trip I’ve ever taken the children on – it’s
really helped to open their eyes to the
future, particularly the girls in terms of the
different types of careers in technology.”

She comments: “Talking with Roz Bird
(STC Chair), I was very impressed to
learn of all the high-tech and
innovative companies in the STC.
Innovation, new technologies and
motorsport are my passions – it’s
where my network is so I know how
important it is to help the cluster
develop those skills and capabilities.”

Julia has previously held senior
management roles within Ford Motor
Company (Europe) and founded the UK
Automotive 30% Club which seeks to
close the gender gap and improve
employment destinations for women.
“The cluster strikes me as a perfect
incubator environment because people
seem so positive towards new ideas…”
says Julia.
She also believes her company Gaia
Innovation’s ‘Inspiration for Innovation’
schools programme being funded by
Silverstone Park “can become a key
enabler in creating a skills pipeline for
the STC…”

As reported in our spring newsletter,
recent data revealed that Inspiration for
Innovation achieved over 2,000 ‘positive
interactions’ between its volunteer
businesses and pupils from Sept 2018Feb 2019 alone – more than double its
original entire first year target.

“Inspiring and empowering”
words for business women
Women with ambitions of senior roles
in industry were left “inspired” and
“reassured” by MEPC’s Silverstone Park
Commercial Director Roz Bird at two
networking events in June.
Roz was invited by the Cranfield School
of Management and commercial law
firm Freeths’ recently launched Business
Women Network to offer her thoughts
on female entrepreneurship.
Cranfield’s Marketing &
Communications Manager
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Violeta da Rold said that Roz’s
contribution was “encouraging and
reassuring for women entrepreneurs –
and women in any profession – that it’s
OK to be different and shape success
in their own way”.
Freeths’ BD Manager Alison Foxton
added: “Roz went down a storm as
one of our four panellists, particularly
as she is a woman in a role more
traditionally held by men.”
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Metrology Facility enters fourth year
Silverstone Park’s Metrology Facility has received its latest state-of-the-art
piece of measuring equipment as it celebrates its third birthday.
The facility, a collaboration between
estate developer MEPC and Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence, opened
in July 2016. It is unique as the UK’s
only dedicated sub-contract inspection
facility. Its machines can measure tech
componentry to within a micron – or
1000th of a millimetre; this can be in
sectors such as aerospace, automotive,
defence, marine, medical devices,
motorsport and robotics.

we always want it to be the leading
technology here for the business
community,” wrote Claire.
The latest piece of equipment to add to
the facility is a HP-L-5.8 fixed-line blue

laser scanning sensor that improves
accuracy across very dark and/or shiny
surfaces. It also overcomes restrictive
workpiece accessibility by creating
‘point clouds’.

The audience comprised developers,
business leaders and science park
managers…

In a blog on the silverstone-park.com
website, HMI’s Claire Waterson explained
that the facility will “never be the
finished article”.

Roz comments: “It was good to be on
a platform alongside strong voices from
Oxford and Cambridge and to make
the case that, together with other key
research institutes, science parks and
cluster organisations across the whole

“It is and always will be an on-going
project because of the advancements
in metrology hardware and software;

Motus One helping to revive
famous Brabham name

The business has already devised a
string of events (Dubai, Macau and
Monaco included) to launch Brabham’s
outrageous new £1.2m ‘BT62’ hypercar.
Behind the BT62 is Australian venture
capital fund Fusion and ex-Formula 1 racer
David Brabham – son of the late threetime F1 world champion Sir Jack Brabham.
“We provide marketing consultancy and
track experiences so are able to put on
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Silverstone Park’s Commercial Director
Roz Bird has further argued the case for
a cross-industry ‘super cluster’ to boost
the Cambridge-Oxford growth corridor’s
fortunes during appearances at events
in June.
MEPC’s Roz, also Chair of the Silverstone
Technology Cluster (STC), explained the
great potential of the high-tech activity
beyond the two cities as a panellist at
Property Week’s/Bidwells ‘Science Parks &
Innovation Spotlight’ event in London.

One of its priorities is supporting smaller
tech companies by providing them with
access to otherwise inaccessible cutting
edge precision equipment.

Motus One, an SME based in Silverstone
Park’s Innovation Centre, has been
appointed to oversee global marketing
for the revival of one of motorsport’s
biggest names – Brabham Automotive.

Super Cluster debate
“better than
Question Time!”

the type of high-end driving events
that Brabham was looking for to
launch the BT62,” comments
Motus MD Will Powell.
He continues: “London
agencies are becoming more
‘generalist’ whereas we focus
deeply on motorsport so it
became logical to have a base
at Silverstone.
“The Silverstone name really
resonates with people – they
know you are embedded in the
sport and industry.”

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news

geography, there is potentially an even
greater opportunity than originally
thought by government.
“This is not just about Oxford and
Cambridge – the opportunity lies in
the as yet untapped potential which
we can knit together to create a
high-tech ‘super cluster’.”
She adds: “It was a very useful debate
– people came up afterwards and said it
was better than Question Time!”
During June, Roz also took to the stage
at UK Property Forums’ ‘BucksPropFest’
(see page 5) and Built Environment
Network’s ‘Oxford Cambridge Arc
Development Conference’ events
at Aylesbury Threatre and MK Dons
Stadium, Milton Keynes respectively.

Awards galore for I4I school Kingsthorpe
Kingsthorpe College, a
partner school in Gaia
Innovation’s/Silverstone Park’s
Inspiration for Innovation
(I4I) programme, has won
the ‘Careers Inspiration’
accolade at 2019’s Northants
Education Awards.
The Northampton school’s
Year 7-12 students have
engaged in a variety of
activities with 20 volunteer
businesses as part of I4I.
Kingsthorpe’s Careers Leader
Diane Fisher, says: “Being part
of Inspiration for Innovation
has definitely helped us to

achieve this and we are looking
forward to continuing the
partnership which is helping to
shape students’ futures.”
The award was Kingsthorpe’s
third in two months – in
May, Diane and 17-year-old
business student Mukhtar Ali
received ‘Gold’ and ‘Journey’
awards from the Young
Enterprise organisation.
Meanwhile fellow I4I school
Silverstone UTC was also
a finalist at the Northants
Education Awards, in the
‘Secondary School of the
Year’ category.

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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Social committee

MEET THE TEAM:
Carl McKellar, Media Officer

Please contact Ruth Williams for
further information: 01327 856002
or rwilliams@silverstone-park.com

With a natural nose for a story, our press officer Carl
McKellar can’t get enough of what’s going on behind
closed doors at Silverstone Park…
Carl’s role includes researching and writing the Park’s
news content (web and newsletter) and handling its social
media accounts.

Sports Evening:
17:30-19:30,
Monday 9 September,
Silverstone Park Grounds

Wear it Pink:
All Day,
Friday 18 October,
Silverstone Park Occupiers

But he says: “The best thing about this job is what you
find behind people’s front doors… the scale/complexity of
projects is edgy and exciting. There’s always a story.”
Carl’s background is motorsport PR and journalism,
covering such as Formula 1 and World Rallying for the
nationals (it also led to him lodging with one very famous
TV presenter). Notably, Silverstone is where he attended
his first F1 grand prix (aged seven in 1977). Away from
Silverstone Park, he still has motorsport clients.
F1 figures such as Ayrton Senna and journalists Nigel
Roebuck and Denis Jenkinson aside, other influences
include Hollywood directors Billy Wilder and Alfred
Hitchcock (whose ‘The 39 Steps’ is his favourite movie).
“Their way with words and ability to tell a story… at 16 my
mind was made up: I wanted to be a journalist.”

Macmillan Coffee
Morning:
10:00-11:30,
Thursday 26 September,
Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre

Boot Camp:
17:30-18:30,
Every Wednesday,
Silverstone Park Grounds

Quiz Night:
18:00-20:00,
Thursday 17 October,
Pit Stop Café,
Silverstone Circuit

Weekly Five-a-Side
Football:
17:30-18:30,
Every Wednesday,
Silverstone UTC

With 2.1m sq ft of planning consent

we can build a property to
suit your needs now
and in the future

Visit our website for further information or see contacts below.

CONTACTS
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CURRENT OCCUPIERS:

AVAILABILITY ENQUIRIES:

Michael Peck
Estate Facilities Manager
Tel: 01327 856000

Jamie Catherall DTRE
Tel: 020 3328 9097

MEPC Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre, Silverstone Park,
Towcester NN12 8GX

MEDIA ENQUIRIES:

@SilverstonePark

Carl McKellar Silverstone Park Press Officer
Mob: 07786 138 905

SilverstonePark

Jon Silversides Carter Jonas
Tel: 01865 404458
MEPCSilverstonePark
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